
August 7, 2023

To Whom It May Concern:

LOOK AT WHAT THE SEC’S FORMER CHIEF OF INTERNET 
ENFORCEMENT IS DOING.

This one liar, out of all the liars who have ever worked at 
the SEC, is revealing publicly the FACT that the SEC 
employs illegal deceptive fraud tactics to deceive people 
into believing that ordinary legal principles apply the way 
the Supreme Court has said many times, over and over 
again, that they do.

We see the appellate courts and the Supreme Court 
clarify hundreds of times over the last century that it is 
NOT the labels that are assigned to things that make 
them subject to certain statutory authorities granted by 
Congress pursuant to constitutionally-valid legislative 
power apportioned to Congress by We The People as a 
subset of the government powers in our nation: 
specifically the federal powers that DO NOT usurp nor 
preempt the powers reserved to the various states.

Here, however, we see that one of the MOST IMPORTANT 
MEMBERS OF YOUR POLITICAL COMMISSION IN RECENT 
HISTORY is systematically engaged in a campaign of 
disinformation and lies, pretending he is a former law 
enforcement agent who investigated and prosecuted 
crime for 20 years, this  is showing the public that 
he neither understands the law nor has enough 
intelligence to understand that he failed to comply with 
the U.S. Constitution while employed as Chief of Internet 
Enforcement at the SEC.



This former director of the Commission tells us clearly 
that the SEC uses its delusional thinking and its 
dishonest imagination to prop up its invalid belief that it is 
a law enforcement agency empowered to prosecute 
crimes including ANY TIME ANYONE USES THE WORD 
“EXCHANGE” or “BROKER” or “MARKET-MAKER” in the 
view of the corrupt SEC directors and staff liars the use 
of those words, alone, constitutes a CRIMINAL OFFENSE 
for which the staff liars and make-believe law 
enforcement agents at the SEC are triggered into action 
to execute search warrants and put handcuffs on 
suspects.

* oops, I misspelled “lawyer” several times there.

** oops, I forgot the SEC has no power to even request a 
search warrant against anyone; if any of your staff do 
possess handcuffs they are the fuzzy kind used in  

 not for arresting suspects.

*** if it’s not clear enough to you by now how much I hate what your corrupt 
political commission has caused the United States to become, a nation of 
delusional thinkers who don’t even attempt to achieve clarity about anything 
because clarity is the opposite of political power and all wealth in this nation 
appears to come from being unclear about things, let me be clear that you are 
all worthy of being hated, you are despicable people who seem to work in 
government because you lack the intelligence and the skill to do anything of 
value. Prove me wrong, if you can, by repairing your corrupt federal agency. 
Investigate yourself and tell Congress what the problem is. Thanks.

https://twitter.com/JohnReedStark/status/
1688375866646990848










